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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Industry Veteran Joins Producers of US$10M 3D LiveAction SciFi Feature
Hong Kong – 28 September 2009 – Hong Kong veteran producer Billie Chan was announced
today as Co‐Producer for the new US$10 million budget, fully 3D, live‐action sci‐fi epic FUTURE
FIGHTERS, which is to be filmed entirely on green‐screen in Hong Kong during summer 2010 and
released late 2011 and which is being described as “a relationship‐charged, action‐packed,
mecha fest”. Ms Chan joins Guy Orlebar of Agog Films Productions and Ricky KK Wong of Cine‐
Century Entertainment Ltd, both also Hong Kong‐based, on the Future Fighters production team
as they prepare to showcase this project to potential investors in China, Japan and America over
the coming few months.
Billie Chan is director of the film production, promotion and artist management company
Adspeak Ltd (http://www.adspeak.biz), where she is producer for a number of new film projects
for the Asian and US markets. Ms Chan can be contacted on billiechan@adspeak.biz or +852‐
2311‐8123. Guy Orlebar is founder and CEO of Hong Kong‐based Agog Films Productions
(http://www.agogfilms.com) and can be contacted on guyorlebar@agogfilms.com or
+852‐9418‐6674.
The
official
movie
website
for
FUTURE
FIGHTERS
is
http://www.FutureFightersMovie.com. Ricky Wong is founder and Managing Director of
Cine‐Century Entertainment (http://www.cinecentury.com.hk) and can be contacted at
cinecentury@hotmail.com or (+852) 2345 2983.
A former acquaintance of producer Guy Orlebar, and keen on attracting new talent to the Hong
Kong film industry, Billie Chan has been a strong advocate of Orlebar's work to‐date including his
directorial debut Lost In Love (http://www.lostinlovemovie.com) shot entirely on location
throughout Hong Kong in 2007. "Yeah, I'm very proud to be associated with FUTURE FIGHTERS"
Ms Chan says. "To be working on such an ambitious project is really exciting."
With over 20 years’ experience in the movie industry, Billie Chan has been working
predominantly in the marketing and promotion of films worldwide. She successfully promoted
director Wong Ka Wai's movie "Happy Together" at the 1997 Cannes Film Festival, which won
the Cannes Award for Best Director, and she has been involved in the marketing of films for other
prolific directors including John Woo, Tsui Hark, and Fruit Chan. Ms Chan is also the worldwide
agent for the US‐based international actor John Lone (The Last Emperor).
***
Founded in 2007, Agog Films Productions is one of Hong Kong's newest and most dynamic film
production houses, specializing in quality independent movie‐making with the freshest global
talents, as well as in related comic and video‐game development.
Be amazed. Be agog. Agog Films.

